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Introduction
A position statement was presented to the Strategic Housing Panel in December regarding the
proposals for the future funding of Disabled Facilities Grants (attached for reference). This paper
will highlight the most up to date information and proposed changes.
The funding was to be called the Health and Social Care Integration Transformation Fund (ITF); this
has been changed and will now be known as the Better Care Fund.
A Local Plan is currently being developed which will be presented to the Health and Wellbeing Board
in March for approval prior to submission to Government by 4 April 2014. The Plan will outline how
performance will be improved in the following areas;








Reduce hospital admissions
Reduce admissions to residential and nursing care
Improve quality of life for patients and carers
Reduce delayed transfers of care
Improve reablement/rehabilitation
More to die at home
More use of personal budgets

Funding for DFG’s
The allocation for Copeland for 14/15 is £276,312 and for 15/16 will be £351,000, the funding for
15/16 may be paid in tranches. From 2016 the allocations to Local Authorities will be made by
Cumbria County Council, the allocation methodology is yet to be determined.
This situation without changes to Legislation still leaves the District Councils with the mandatory
duty to meet the needs of disabled residents. The County Council and Clinical Commissioning Group
would still make decisions as to the size of grant Local Authorities will receive.
Further information will be brought to the Strategic Housing Panel as it becomes available.
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Proposals through the Comprehensive Spending Review and development of the Care Bill have
potentially changed the way disabled facilities will be delivered, and the responsibilities of disabled
people in paying for their care costs into the future.
June 2013 Spending Round
The June 2013 Spending Round announced £3.8 billion worth of funding to ensure closer integration
between Health and Social Care. The funding, called the health and social care Integration
Transformation Fund (ITF) is described as: “a single pooled budget for health and social care services
to work more closely together in local areas, based on a plan agreed between the NHS and local
authorities”. The ITF will come into being in 2015/16.
It was announced that the ITF will also include £220m of Disabled Facilities Funding.
To access the ITF each locality will be asked to develop a local plan by March 2014, which will need
to set out how the pooled funding will be used and the ways in which the national and local targets
attached to the performance-related funding will be met.
Plans for the use of the pooled monies will need to be developed jointly by Clinical Commissioning
Groups (CCGs) and local authorities and signed off by each of these parties, as well as the local
Health and Wellbeing Board. The plans will also be overseen and signed off by Ministers.
Where is the funding coming from?
It is not new money but a combination of funds:
£130million Carers’ Break fund
£300million CCG re-ablement fund
c.£350million capital grant funding, including £2.2million for DFGs
£1.1billion existing money transferred from health to social care
£1.9billion additional funding from NHS allocations, including funding to cover demographic
pressures on social care and costs associated with implementation of care Bill.
£1billion of the fund will be performance related; half of which will be paid April 2015, and the rest
within year 2015-16.

Implications of the announcement
Currently DFG funding is paid as an unringfenced capital grant to the housing authority, which in the
case of two tier areas is the district council. The upper tier, being the Welfare Authority, is

responsible for the delivery of Social Care and is the accountable body for that funding. Under the
ITF, the Social Care budget will be pooled with the Health budget administered in most areas by the
local CCG. The placing of the DFG budget into the ITF will at the moment bring the monies under the
umbrella of Social Care and Health and take it from the district council.
Currently the district council has a mandatory duty to award a DFG to someone who meets the
eligibility criteria and to meet their assessed need. District councils also add to the DFG pot from
their own capital budgets to meet the shortfall in the DFG budget where the spend exceeds the
Government Grant. This is the case in most, if not all, authorities.
The potential situation, without changes to the legislation, would leave district councils with the
mandatory duty to meet the need, but would be dependent on the decisions of the upper tier and
CCG as to the size of grant they might get.
Proposals
Discussions are ongoing with DCLG and the County Council Network. For the upper tier authorities
and health, whilst understanding the benefits of DFGs in helping people remain independent at
home, this change may mean undertaking a budget which is facing increased demand from an
ageing population. Certainly if the mandatory duty was also passed to the upper tier, it could be
seen as a liability for those authorities.
There are a number of options and issues to be resolved:





Where will the mandatory duty sit after the DFG budget is placed in the ITF?
Will there be any obligation for the upper tier and health to pass the full grant to the district
councils if the mandatory duty remains with the housing authority?
If the duty and the monies are placed with health and the upper tier how will the service be
delivered and will the expertise in current housing departments be lost?
Will upper tier authorities and health need to find the capital spend that exceeds the
Government grant from their own budgets if they are also given the mandatory duty?

Timetable for the plans
Now: initial local planning discussions
Nov/Dec: NHS Planning framework will be issued
Dec/Jan: plans completed
March 2014: plans scrutinised by Health and wellbeing Board

NOTE: Latest suggestion (November 2013) is that DOH will send funding back to DCLG for
distribution to LA’s.

